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VALDUVIS wants to 
... acknowledge and reward efforts towards sustainable 
fishing through improved market access and a better 
price.

... provide a reliable information tool that can be used by 
different actors, depending on their needs.

Why is VALDUVIS innovative ?

Three pillars of sustainability

Tailored to small and medium-sized fisheries

Scoring per fishing trip
Scientifically sound
Active stakeholder participation 

Fairly cheap and easy to implement
Automation of calculations allows real-time 
scoring
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How does VALDUVIS work ?

Step 2: calculating the scores

Step 3: visualizing the information

The vessel’s electronic logbook contains the data to evaluate 
the fishing trip: 

 Vessel
 Fishing gear
 Catch area
 Catch composition
 Catch date

Additional data are needed to calculate social and economic 
indicators.

VALDUVIS uses 14 indicators to evaluate the sustainability of 
the fishing trip.

 A range from 0 (least sustainable) to 100 (most sustainable).
 Ecological, economic and social sustainability.
 Based on local scientific knowledge about the fishery.

Step 1: gathering the fishing trip data
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VALDUVIS has multiple practical uses:

 Monitoring tool
  time series of the fleet’s sustainability for policy 
  and scientific purposes.

 Learning tool
  fishers discuss their scores with researchers and  
  colleagues in focus groups and learn how 
  to improve their scores.

 Information tool
  communicating sustainability throughout 
  the production chain.

The VALDUVIS sustainability star



 

 

 

 



 

 



 




